
MALE CONNECTOR

FEMALE CONNECTOR

ASSEMBLING THE OMNI BC

Curved part of waistband

Flat part of waistband

1  Attach the male shoulder connector into the female con-
nector on the top of the harness.  It will click into place 

when installed properly.  Repeat for other side. 

2  Attach the male waistband connector into female connec-
tor on the bottom of the harness.  Confirm the curved 

part of the waistband is facing downward toward the hip                                             
          Repeat for other side 

3 Open and separate the Grip-
Lock tank buckle and the hook & 

loop from the upper tank attachment.

MALE CONNECTOR
STRAP

4  Turn the BC over,  thread the T-shaped webbing end 
downwards thru the slide on the shoulder until it is cap-

tured. Repeat for other side. 

Lay the aircell on top of the har-
ness. Thread the tank band and 
the upper tank attachment strap 
through the slots in the aircell.

Re-fasten all buckles and the hook 
& loop.  

5   Thread the T-shaped webbing end upwards thru the slot 
on the bottom of the backpack until it is captured. 

6 Fasten the buckle on the waistband. Attach the male 
connector on the aircell lobe into the female connector 

on the waistband. Repeat for the other side.  
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CONTINUED ON OTHER SIDE



7 Thread the T-shape end of the strap on the upper part of 
the aircell lobe through the waistband and into the slide 

on the bottom of the aircell.  Repeat for the other side. 

8 Fasten the swivel shoulder buckle. Repeat for the other 
side. 

9 Fasten the twist lock for the right shoulder pull dump.   



INSTALLING THE OMNI COLOR KIT
1    Open the mesh bag and remove the color kit components. 3  Attach the octo-pocket to the 2-grommets above the zip-

pered pocket.  Place the 2-screws through the grommet, 
place the pocket over the screws and then install the nuts. 
Tighten until snug. Repeat on the other side with the console 
pocket. 
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2    Wrap the hook & loop retaining flap on the bottom of the  
backpad around the bottom of the harness. Affix the mid 

back hook & loop connections. Tuck the backpad under the 
flap on the top of the harness. 



5  Attach the zipper pulls to the 4-pocket zipper sliders by 
passing the cord through the hole in the slider and then 

passing the rubber pull through the hole in the cord.

4  Attach the chest strap to the shoulder strap by sliding the   
strap clip onto the shoulder rail.  Repeat on other side. 

Adjust height for fit/preference. 
6  Slide the inflator hold-down through the shoulder strap.Af-

fix the hook & loop retainers that hold the strap in position. 
Wrap the hold down around the inflator. 

7  Slide the SureLock weight pouches into the waistbands 
listening for the locking click when correctly installed.


